
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Canada’s largest movie exhibitor, Cineplex Inc, looking to tentative reopening of some theaters 

come June 26. The company will start with six locations in Alberta and hopes, on July 3rd, to 
reopen in as many other markets across the country as permitted by government.

• Airlines looking to an expanded summer service while implementing all health protocols to restart 
the economy. Flair Airlines, offering domestic flights, is ramping back up operations for July and 
expanding routes across the country. 

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Montreal based company, Bombardier, booted from the S7P/TSX composite index June 22, 2020. 

Bombardier shares lost 73.6 per cent of their value this year and hasn’t traded above $1 since 
March 3rd. Bombardier states, the move doesn’t affect their priorities or long-term goals.

• Quebec public health officials allow, starting June 22nd, indoor gatherings up to 50 people while 
still respecting the social distancing measures. In places where people are seated, the distance to 
respect will be 1.5 meters. Officials are also allowing children 16 and under to be closer together.

USA NEWS
• As signs of a second wave increase as the U.S economy reopens, stock futures dropped again 

indicating more losses to come. Stocks that were expected to do well as the economy reopened, 
like airlines, cruises and retailers led the losses in premarket trading.

• United Airlines is tapping into its frequent flyer program to back a new $5 billion loan, looking to 
free up liquidity as demand is weighted down by the virus. By end of third quarter, United will have 
$17 billion in liquidity thanks to a federal loan and its use of the frequent flyer program.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• UK confirming it will not look for extension for the transition period out of the EU past the end of 

2020, despite continued deadlock in talks with the European union. Upon regaining economic, 
political control January 1, 2021, the UK will introduce border control in stages on EU imports.

• Italy, Germany, Netherlands, and France to pay initial €750 million for 300 million doses of a 
vaccine currently in phases two and three of clinical trials according to the developing company, 
AstraZeneca. The pharmaceutical is building supply chains despite uncertainty of effectiveness.
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